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Summary 

A simple expression for the drift velocity of a charged particle moving in an inhomo
,geneous magnetic field has been obtained by Alfven, who, in his first-order theory, 
considered the inhomogeneity as a small perturbation of a uniform field, 

In this paper, by use of a different approach, an exact solution is obtained for the 
drift velocity of a charged particle moving in a magnetic field of constant gradient, 
Bz='M;, The method easily yields as approximations Alfven's result and the case of 
circular orbit, and includes the case of zero mean field, for which perturbation methods 
are inappropriate. 

I. MOTION IN A MAGNETIC FIELD OF OONSTANT GRADillNT 

Oonsider first the motion of an electron, and suppose the magnetic field 
is in the z-direction and is represented by B z = Am. Then, from the non -relativistic 
equation of motion we have, in the absence of electric field, 

mdw/dt= -(e/o)wx B, (1) 

where the electron charge is -e. 

The z-component of w is constant, and need not be considered explicitly. 
The other components vary as 

mdwx/dt= -(e/o)Amwy, } ................ (2) 
mdwy/dt= + (e/c)Amwx' 

w2=w~+w~ is constant, and, in the notation of Figure 1, wx=w cos Iji, Wy=w sin Iji. 
Substitution of these relations in (2) gives 

dlji/dt=eAm/mo. (3) 

Since w=ds/dt, where s denotes distance along the electron trajectory 

dlji/ds=eAm/mow . .................... (4) 
Thus 

(5) 

and so 

(dlji) 2 2e).. • 
ds =mow sm Iji +constant. . ...•.••.... (6) 
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From (4) and (6) 
x= ±v{x~+(2mcwfeA) sin ~}, .............. (7) 

where Xo is the value of x when ~=O. 
For x positive, (3) gives 

t = ~;J V{X~+(2m~~feA) sin ~}. . ........... (8) 

Also, since 

(4) gives 

dy '.1. 
-=Sill'j', ds • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . . • . . .. (9) 

mewJ sin ~ d~ 
y= eA v{x~+(2mewfeA) sin ~}. .. ........ (10) 

__ ~ __ ~~~~~ ________________ ~B_=~O __ ~y 
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Fig. I.-Electron drift in a magnetic iieldBz=Ax: Case 1, motion 
does not cross the line B=O. 

II. COMPARISON WITH ..8.LFVEN'S RESULT 

For motion which does not cross the line B=O, as in Figure 1, 
the y-drift per cycle exactly as 

(10) gives 

J21t sin ~ d~ 
D..Y=Po 0 V{1+2(Pofxo) sin ~}' ......... . (11) 

where Bo=Axo, and po=mewfeBo is the orbit's radius of curvature for field 
strength Bo. 

When Po~xo, which implies electron orbital motion far from the y-axis, 
a first-order result for the drift velocity in the y-direction can be readily obtained. 
After expansion of the denominator in (11), integration gives approximately 

D..y= -7tp~fxo= -7tAp~fBo. 

Similarly, from (8) the periodic time in this case is T=27tpofw, and so the 
corresponding drift velocity in the y-direction is given by 

wD =D..yfT= -iPoAWfBo. .. ............ (12) 
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This is the result obtained by .Aliven (1940, 1950), and discussed by Post 
(1956) and Spitzer (1956). 

When Bo has a fixed value and A approaches zero, we obtain the circular 
orbit result for a homogeneous magnetic field, i.e. wD=O and T=21tpo!w=21t!6>cJ 
where 6>c=eBo/mc is the so-called cyclotron angular frequency. 

III. EXAOT SOLUTION IN TERMS OF ELLIPTIO INTEGRALS 

To complete the exact solution, two cases require consideration. 

Oase 1. Electron does not enter Region of Reversed Magnetio Field 
For an electron motion which does not cross the line B=O, a.s shown in 

Figure 1, the limits of x are, from (7), 

Xl=v'(x~-2mcw!eA) for 1ji=31t/2, } 
x2=v'(x~+2mcw/eA) for 1ji=1t/2, 

so that 0 <Xl <xo <X2. 

. . . .• . .• (13) 

Using the substitution lji=t1t-2cp, we obtain from (10) the drift per cycle 
in the y-direction as 

2mOWJ'" (1-2 sin2cp)dcp 
ll.Y=-B 2' •••••••••••• (14) 

e 2 0 v'(l-kl sin2 cp) . 

where Ax2=B2 and k~=4mow/eAx~=4p2/11f2, if P2 is the orbit's radius of curvature 
for field strength B 2• 

When Xl>O, (13) gives x2>v'(4mcw!eA»v'(x~k~), so that the upper 
limit of k~ is unity. 

Reduction of (14) to standard form for elliptic integrals results in 

S J"'/2 r/2 dcp } 
ll.Y= X2e 0 v'(l-k~ sin2 cp)dcp-[2-krJ J 0 v'(l-k~ sin2 cp) 

= -x2{2[K-EJ -k~K}, ••.....•...•••.•...•.•••.••.•• (15) 

where K and E are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind 
respectively, of modulus kl (Dwight 1947). 

The periodic time is derived from (8) as 

. 4mcJ:/2 dcp k~ T=- 2 =11f2-K. 
eB20 v'(1-klSin2cp) W 

••••• ~ •• (16) 

The exact drift velocity is, therefore, from (15) and (16), 

W =ll.y=_WS~[l_!E] -I}. 
D T tk~ K . . . . . . . . . •• (17) 

Since {(2/k~)[1-E/KJ -1}>0 for O<k~<l, the drift velocity is always in the 
negative y-direction. ' i ',.; 

When k~-<l, Alfven's result wD= :.....!Wk~ ig, again obtained. 
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When k~=l, which occurs when x1=0, we have wD=-w, and the electron 
moves along the line B=O. 
For x <0, the electron drift pattern is precisely the mirror image in the y-axis 
of that shown in Figure 1. Again the drift is always in the negative y-direction. 

Oase 2. Electron enters Region of Reversed Magnetic Field 
Consider now a motion in which the electron crosses the line B =0, and thus 

enters a reversed magnetic field,as shown in Figure 2. Let ljio be the value of Iji 

MAGNETIC FIE\,;O DOWNWARDS , 

I MAGNETIC FIELD UPWARDS 
---l~~1 

Fig. 2.-Electron drift in a magnetic field Bz=Nc: Case 2, motion 
crosses the line B=O. 

when x=o and wx> O. Then in place of (7) 

X= ± Y{(2mcw/e)..)(sin Iji -sin ljio)}, 

and so the limits of x are now 

.............. (18) 

x 2= -xl=y{(2mcw/e)")(l-sin ljio)} for lji=i1t. . ... (19) 

In this case various drift patterns may occur, as shown in Figure 3, but each 
pattern possesses symmetry about the y-axis. It is therefore convenient to 
introduce the term "zero mean field" to describe the field condition at the 
y-axis. 

MAGNETIC FIELD DOWNWARDS 

ARROWS INDICATE 
DIRECTION OF -

e=o_ ----'o!.!j-:ll ..... ---,::;;_=--"P"'A-=-RT-�C-8-7E><D~R-IFT_\OrlU'--10.---:.J(-f~4 y 

~ 

f=Y:. 
MAGNETIC FIELD UPWARDS x 

Fig. 3.---'-Typical electron drift patterns in terms of ElK for Case 2. 

Introducing as before 1ji=11t-2cp, then ljio=!1t-2cpo' From Figures 2 
and 3, -i1t<ljio< +i1t, O<CPo<i1t, and the above limits thus reduce to 

x 2 = -Xl =2Y(mcw/e)..) sin CPo. • •••...... (20) 
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Utilizing the properties of symmetry exhibited by the drift pattern of, say, 
Figure 2, then for positive x in (18) we obta.in from (4:) and (9) 

2mewJ",-<li. sin ljidlji 
~y=.A.O=2.AB=~ <Ii. y'{(2mewjeA)(sin Iji-sin ljio)} 

J(mew) SJ"'· cosS cpdcp . j''''. dcp 1 
=8 -e=;:: l 0 y'(sins CPo-sins cp) -! 0 y'(sins CPo-sina cp)5' 

(21) 

If another variable of integration 6 is defined by sin cp=sin CPo sin 6, (21) ma.y 
be transformed to 

J (mew) SJ",/2 2 • . J",/2 d6 1 
~y=8 eA l 0 y'(I-k2sm2 6)d6-i 0 y'(I-k~sin26)5 

=8y'(mewjeA)(E-!K) . .................•.............. (22) 

where ka=sin CPo=xsy'(eAj4mew), using (20). 

Simila.rly 
T=4y'(mcjeAw)K, 

and the drift velocity in this case is 

(23) 

wD=w(2EjK-l). . ................. (24) 

When ks~l, EjKR:Jl-!k~ and 

wDR:Jw(l~k~)-w, .................. (25) 

as expected from Figure 2. 

For EjK=i, corresponding to CPoR:J65°, the drift velocity becomes zero. 
As CPo increases beyond 65° (ElK <!) the drift velocity becomes negative, as in 
Case 1. Figure 3 gives typical drift patterns for ElK < i, ElK =!, and ElK> 1, 
Since in this Case WD becomes +wand -w for ks=O and ka=1 respectively, it 
follows that at the limit CPo=O the electron moves along the line B=O in the 
positive y-direction, while at the limit CPo = t7t it moves along the same line in 
the negative y-direction. Thus the drift patterns of Cases 1 and 2 coincide in 
the limits k l =1 and ks=1. 

For positively charged particles, the principal results are that the formula.e 
for kl a.nd ks remain unchanged, if the particle charge is +e, whereas the wD 

are changed only in sign. 

Since dxjds=cos Iji, it can be readily ascerta.ined that the drift velocity in 
the x-direction is zero in all cases. 

IV. DISOUSSION OF RESULTS 

The drift velocity results obtained in Cases 1 and 2 for an electron are shown 
plotted against the parameter xsy'(eA/4mew) in Figure 4. This parameter is ka 
in the region of Case 2, and Ijkl in the region of Case 1. For l/kl -+ 00, we have 
the well-known region of Alfven drift velocities. In spite of the smallness of 
Alfven drift velocities relative to particle velocities, it has been considered that 
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charge separation effects could be obtained in a plasma and that these might 
lead to motion of the plasma towards the region of weakest magnetic field (Post 
1956). Larger drift velocities, of the order of the particle velocities, are expected, 
however, in the region x 2V(c"A./4mcw);:51. Thus, if the magnetic field within a 
plasma varies in a direction normal to the field and somewhere changes sign, 
the motion of the charged particles in the neighbourhood where it changes sign 
may lead to larger charge separation effects than in the .Aliven region. 
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Fig. 4.-Variation of wD/w with x.V(e)../4mcw) for Cases 1 and 2. 
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